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Abstract
Retromer endosome exit domains serve multiple trafficking
destinations and regulate local G protein activation by GPCRs
by
Katherine Celina Varandas

This thesis asks (1) whether the divergent trafficking functions of the endosomeassociating coat complex retromer require cargos to exit endosomes separately and (2)
if distinct cargo-retromer interaction mechanisms affect signal activation from
endosomes. My studies utilize two retromer cargos that illustrate trafficking to distinct
destinations. First, the β-2 adrenergic receptor (B2AR) is a classical, signaling G
protein-coupled receptor that responds to catecholamines and utilizes retromer for its
transport from endosomes to the plasma membrane, the recycling pathway. Second,
Wntless is a transport receptor for Wnt ligands, which are essential in developmental
patterning and are mis-regulated in cancer, and requires retromer for its transport from
endosomes to the trans-Golgi network (TGN), the retrograde transport pathway.
Although my studies focus on these two cargos, the assumption is that the mechanistic
insight gained is applicable to retromer-dependent transport generally. Chapter one
provides an introduction to signaling and G protein-coupled receptors, explains the
connection between signaling and membrane trafficking, introduces retromer, describes
the model system used, and discusses previous knowledge of GPCR signaling from
endosomes. Chapter two describes my findings showing that retromer mediates shared
exit of cargos with divergent destinations and exerts a form of kinetic sorting that (1)
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determines the rate of cargo delivery and (2) controls signal activation by B2AR at
endosomes. Finally, chapter three discusses the broader meaning of these new
findings, places them into the context of current knowledge, and proposes future
directions of this work.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1

1.1 Overview

This dissertation focuses on elucidating whether the distinct trafficking functions of the
endosome-associating membrane coat complex retromer require cargos to be
recognized and packaged into distinct sorting intermediates. We specifically focused on
cargos relevant to cellular signaling, the beta-2 adrenergic receptor, a prototypical G
protein-coupled receptor, and Wntless, the Wnt ligand transport protein. Additionally, we
asked whether retromer’s interaction with G protein-coupled receptors affects their cell
signal activation from endosomes. The introduction provides an overview of cellular
signaling and G protein-coupled receptors, describes how cellular signaling is regulated
by membrane trafficking events, summarizes previous knowledge of retromer, describes
the experimental model used, and discusses previous knowledge of G protein-couple
receptor trafficking at endosomes.
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1.2 Cell signaling and G protein-coupled receptors

Cells are the smallest unit of life and can exist on their own or function in groups to
compose multicellular organisms. Cells sense their environment and communicate with
one another via cellular signaling.

The external signals that the cell can receive, collectively termed ligands, are extremely
diverse and include ions, small molecules, peptides, and proteins. Cells must transduce
the presence of these external ligands to the inside of the cell, and therefore across the
cell membrane, and utilize receptor proteins to do so. Receptors pass through the cell
membrane bind and to the extracellular ligands. Receptor-ligand binding induces a
changes to the intracellular portion of the receptor, indicating the presence of the
external ligand and initiating the signaling event (Alberts et al. 2014).

There are many types of receptor proteins, which can be grouped into three main
classes: (1) ion channel-coupled receptors, (2) enzyme-coupled receptors, and (3) G
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). This thesis focuses on GPCRs, which are the
largest family of cell-surface receptors, encoding for over 800 proteins in humans or 2%
of the human genome. GPCRs mediate signaling in response to a vast array of ligands
such as photons of light, odorants, hormones, growth factors, and neurotransmitters to
support diverse responses including vision, smell, behavioral regulation, growth and
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patterning, and thought and mood, respectively. Additionally, almost half of
pharmaceutical drugs and many illicit drugs target GPCRs (Alberts et al. 2014).

Despite their incredible functional diversity, GPCRs have a unified structure and
mechanism of activation. GPCRs pass through the cell membrane seven times, forming
a cylindrical structure that often allows for ligand binding at its center. Upon ligand
binding, the orientation of the seven transmembrane domains changes, allowing the
internal surfaces of the receptor to activate intracellular heterotrimeric G proteins. The
three subunits that compose these heterotrimeric G proteins are α, β, and γ. The Gα
subunit is a GTPase, which is inactive when bound to GDP and active when bound to
GTP. The “switch-like” activation of the Gα protein is stimulated by a guanine nucleotide
exchange factor, in this case the GPCR itself, which displaces the GDP molecule and
allows GTP to bind in its place. Gα undergoes conformational change upon GTP
binding that releases the G protein from the GPCR and also causes dissociation of Gβγ.
The activated Gα and Gβγ are then free act on downstream targets such as enzymes
and ion channels (Alberts et al. 2014).

Several types of Gα proteins regulate the production of critical second messenger,
cyclic AMP (cAMP). Stimulatory G proteins (Gαs) stimulate the production of cAMP
while inhibitory G proteins inhibit the production of cAMP, by either activating or
inhibiting the cAMP-producing enzymes, adenylyl cyclases. The concentration of
cellular cAMP is constantly being regulated the opposing actions of adenylyl cyclases,
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which produce cAMP, and phosphodiesterases, which break down cAMP. The
activation of a Gαs-coupled GPCR can cause an intracellular cAMP increase of more
than twenty-fold in seconds. cAMP accumulation activates cAMP-dependent protein
kinase A, which has downstream targets that widely vary depending on cell type,
initiating a vast array of cAMP mediated responses including the secretion of hormones,
the metabolism of macromolecules, or the regulation of heart function. Some of these
responses occur quickly, such as the rapid cascade of enzymatic reactions which can
occur within seconds, while other require transcriptional responses which can take
several hours to fully develop (Alberts et al. 2014).
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1.3 Membrane traffic and its regulation of cell signaling

In order for cells to function properly, their components must be precisely localized. This
is particularly evident in the case of signaling molecules, including membrane
embedded receptors and their cognate ligands, which must be correctly localized to
contact one another and initiate signal activation.

Eukaryotic cells have evolved an extensive network of endomembrane bound
compartments that spatially and temporally segregate their biological processes. The
movement of molecules between these compartments precisely controls their identity,
composition, and activity. Membrane-embedded and many lumenal proteins, including
signaling receptors and secreted ligands, are synthesized at the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), modified and sorted at the Golgi apparatus, and then traffic to the plasma
membrane or other intracellular location. Membrane traffic out of the ER and Golgi is
collectively called the biosynthetic trafficking pathway (Alberts et al. 2014). In opposition
to the biosynthetic trafficking pathway is the endocytic trafficking pathway, which moves
molecules from the plasma membrane or extracellular space into the cell. The endocytic
trafficking pathway begins with endocytosis, the process by which the plasma
membrane forms vesicles filled with extracellular material for uptake into the cell.
Endocytosis allows the cell to take up materials it needs from the extracellular
environment and change the composition of the plasma membrane, including the
number and type of signaling receptors present (Alberts et al. 2014).
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For GPCRs, endocytic trafficking represents an important point of regulation that is
shared by many GPCRs. The cascade leading to GPCR endocytosis begins with
activation of the receptor which leads to phosphorylation of the receptor’s intracellular
domains by G protein-coupled receptor kinases. Once phosphorylated, the receptors
can then interact with arrestin proteins, which halt G protein-mediated signaling by
preventing further interaction with G proteins (Premont & Gainetdinov 2007). Arrestins
serve as adaptor proteins for GPCRs to promote their clustering into clathrin-coated
pits, the coated structures on the plasma membrane that cluster cargos for endocytosis
(Hanyaloglu & von Zastrow 2008). Receptor endocytosis has long been viewed as a
way to terminate signaling, as it moves the receptor off of the plasma membrane where
it encounters extracellular ligands. However, this view has been challenged, first for
epidermal growth factor receptors (Miaczynska et al. 2004), and more recently for
GPCRs (Irannejad et al. 2013; Tsvetanova & von Zastrow 2014; Tsvetanova et al.
2015), which is discussed further in Chapter 1.6.

There are several routes that cargos, including receptors, can be “sorted” into once they
are at endosomes: (1) recycling back to the plasma membrane, (2) targeting to
lysosomes for degradation, and (3) retrograde transport to the trans-Golgi network
(TGN). Receptors that undergo recycling can then contact subsequent rounds of ligand,
allowing the cell to respond again or “resensitizing” the cell. Conversely, receptors that
undergo degradation at lysosomes reduce the cell’s ability to respond to that ligand
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again or “desensitize” the cell (Hanyaloglu & von Zastrow 2008). Therefore, the
targeting of receptors to these pathways is critical, as they have opposing effects on
cellular signaling.

Classic literature on how membrane proteins “sort” between these pathways suggests
that recycling occurs by “default”, while targeting to lysosomes is “active”. According to
this view, the endosome membrane is constantly forming narrow tubule structures that
have a high surface area to volume ratio and subsequently produce small vesicles that
fuse to the plasma membrane (Maxfield & McGraw 2004). This allows membrane
cargos to be efficiently separated from lumenal cargos over many iterations; lumenal
cargos remain in endosomes which mature into lysosomes while membrane cargos
recycle to the plasma membrane (Mayor et al. 1993; Dunn et al. 1989). Membrane
protein cargos targeted to lysosomes require uptake into endosomes on small vesicles
by the ESCRT machinery, allowing them to be treated as lumenal cargos (Hanyaloglu &
von Zastrow 2008). The view that recycling occurs by default is further supported by
studies showing that disrupting trafficking of cargos to lysosomes, or the yeast
equivalent, vacuoles, causes enhanced recycling (Davis et al. 1993; Bilodeau et al.
2002; Babst et al. 2000).

However, it was later found that the beta-2 adrenergic receptor (B2AR), a prototypical
GPCR, requires a specific amino acid sequence in its cytoplasmic tail for
endosome-to-plasma membrane recycling, indicating the existence of a
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sequence-directed form of recycling (Cao et al. 1999; Cong et al. 2001; Gage et al.
2001). The B2AR is physically separated from bulk recycling cargos at the endosome,
into a distinct subset of endosomal tubules that are marked by actin, and this
localization requires the amino acid recycling sequence (Puthenveedu et al. 2010). The
amino acid sequence within B2AR conforms to a PDZ binding motif and interacts with
the PDZ domain within sorting nexin 27 (SNX27), which is also required for efficient
B2AR recycling (Lauffer et al. 2010). Interestingly, these tubule structures are marked
by the endosomal coat complex retromer, and both B2AR’s PDZ binding motif and
SNX27 are required for entry into these retromer-marked tubules (Temkin et al. 2011).
Additionally, retromer is required for the efficient recycling of B2AR (Temkin et al. 2011).
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1.4 Retromer and its diverse functions in mammalian cells

It was very surprising when Retromer was implicated in the recycling of cargos from
endosomes to the plasma membrane, as retromer had previously been shown to
mediate endosome to Golgi retrograde transport. The landmark paper that first
described retromer in yeast showed that retromer: (1) is a heteropentameric complex
composed of a VPS26/ 29/ 35 trimer and a VPS5/ 17 dimer, (2) is present on regions of
the endosome that appear to be budding, (3) is required for the correct localization of
Vps10p, a yeast vacuolar hydrolase sorting receptor (Seaman et al. 1998). It was later
shown that retromer sorts proteins away from the maturing endosome to the Golgi and
that cargo-retromer interactions are required for this sorting (Nothwehr et al. 2000).

Retromer is deeply conserved and was shown to also mediate retrograde transport in
mammalian cells (Bonifacino & Hurley 2008). There are, however, several important
differences between yeast and mammalian retromer. First, the number of retromer
proteins in mammals is expanded. The homologues of yeast VPS5 and VPS17, which
later were classified as sorting nexin (SNX) -BAR proteins that form banana-shaped
dimers that deform the membrane, are expanded in mammals and include SNX1,
SNX2, SNX5, and SNX6 (Horazdovsky et al. 1997; Griffin et al. 2005; Rojas et al. 2007;
Wassmer et al. 2007; Carlton et al. 2004). The homologues of yeast VPS26/ 29/ 35
trimer, later termed the cargo recognition complex for its role in recognizing sequences
within cargo proteins, is also expanded as VPS26 has two human paralogs (Gallon et
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al. 2015; Kerr et al. 2005). Second, the interaction between the SNX-BAR dimer and
VPS26/ 29/ 35 trimer are less robust and, therefore, the mammalian VPS26/ 29/ 35
trimer will hereafter be referred to as simply retromer (Gallon et al. 2015). Third,
mammalian retromer does not directly interact with many of its cargo proteins, but
instead requires the adaptor or accessory proteins (Gallon et al. 2015). Fourth,
mammalian retromer has a number of functions additional to its role in mediating
retrograde transport, most notably in endosome to plasma membrane recycling. It is
important to also note that there is evidence that retromer-dependent recycling occurs
directly from the plasma membrane and does not require that cargos are first
transported to the TGN (Yudowski et al. 2009; Choy et al. 2014). Fifth, mammalian
retromer associates with many adaptor and accessory proteins, such as SNX27, and
has been proposed to form distinct complexes with these proteins (Gallon et al. 2015).

Many retromer accessory proteins are members of the SNX protein family, which are
defined by the presence of Phox homology domains (Teasdale & Collins 2012). Phox
homology domains bind to specific phosphoinositides, most commonly to
phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI3P) which is found at the endosome membrane.
Sorting nexin 27, discussed previously in chapter 1.3, is a member of the SNX family.
Since B2AR was found to utilize SNX27 as a retromer adaptor protein, several
hundreds of other potential SNX27 cargo proteins have been identified (Steinberg et al.
2013). Another SNX retromer accessory protein is SNX3, which is required for
retromer-dependent retrograde transport of the Wnt ligand transport receptor, Wntless
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(Wls) (Yang et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2008; Belenkaya et al. 2008; Port et al. 2008;
Franch-Marro et al. 2008), (Harterink et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011). Wls binds to Wnt
proteins in the ER and chaperones them to the plasma membrane for secretion (Yu et
al. 2014; Bänziger et al. 2006; Goodman et al. 2006; Bartscherer et al. 2006).

Together, these data have led a widely proposed model in which retromer instructs
cargos to distinct destinations by generating pathway-dedicated retromer exit structures,
referred to here as retromer endosome domains (REDs), and selecting appropriate
cargos by distinct cargo-retromer interaction sequences. (Harterink et al. 2011;
Johannes & Wunder 2011; van Weering et al. 2010). This model predicts that (1)
retromer is able to physically separate cargos prior to endosome exit and (2) retromer
biochemically distinguishes and cargos with distinct destinations for sorting into these
distinct structures. This thesis directly tests the predictions of this model.
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1.5 Experimental model

In order to test the predictions of this model, we selected two retromer cargos that have
distinct, retromer-dependent recycling and retrograde transport itineraries that are
important for the physiology of each: B2AR and Wls, respectively.

B2AR has long been used as a model GPCR and was the first, and therefore the most
extensively characterized, retromer-dependent recycling cargo described. B2AR
recycling is required for its sustained signaling in response to catecholamines such as
adrenaline (Pippig et al. 1995; Lefkowitz et al. 1998). Signaling of the B2AR is required
for many physiological responses including regulation of smooth muscle contraction and
the control of cardiac function (Brodde et al. 2006). As such, diseases which arise from
misregulation of these processes, such as asthma and heart diseases, are treated by
drugs that affect B2AR signaling (Bond et al. 2007).

Wnt signaling regulates fundamental developmental processes in animals including
tissues patterning, cell migration, and cell proliferation and its misregulation can lead to
diseases including cancer (Port & Basler 2010). Wnt proteins are lipid-modified,
secreted ligands (Port & Basler 2010). Wls was was first described as a protein required
for Wnt secretion and was found to have eight transmembrane domains. (Bänziger et al.
2006; Bartscherer et al. 2006; Goodman et al. 2006). Before Wls was identified, genetic
screens showed that retromer is required in Wnt signaling (Coudreuse et al. 2006;
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Prasad & Clark 2006). Later, the connection was made that retromer is required to
transport Wntless from endosomes to the TGN in order for efficient Wnt secretion to
occur (Franch-Marro et al. 2008; Port et al. 2008; Belenkaya et al. 2008; Pan et al.
2008; Yang et al. 2008). Then, Wls was found to contain a conserved endocytosis motif
that is also required for its endocytosis and, when mutated, has Wnt loss of function
phenotypes (Gasnereau et al. 2011). Finally, it was found that subequent to endosome
to TGN retrograde transport, Wls is transported back to the ER by a C-terminal retrieval
motif, and that this step is also required for efficient Wnt secretion (Yu et al. 2014).
Together, these data led to a model in which Wls: (1) binds to hydrophobic,
lipid-modified Wnt ligands in the ER and traffics bound to ligands through the
biosynthetic pathway to the plasma membrane where the ligands are released, (2)
undergoes clathrin-mediated endocytosis, (3) undergoes retromer-dependent
retrograde transport to the TGN, and (4) is retrieved to the ER for binding to subsequent
Wnt ligands.

In addition to being physiologically important and taking divergent, retromer-dependent
trafficking pathways, we chose Wls and B2AR as model cargos for several reasons.
The first is that they have similar membrane topology; both proteins have at least seven
transmembrane domains, which could facilitate swapping of trafficking motifs between
the cargos. Second, these cargos illustrate the importance of membrane trafficking in
cellular signaling because the localization of both receptors and ligands is affected.
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1.6 Endosomal signaling of GPCRs and the role of Retromer

Classically, the endocytosis of GPCRs was believed to terminate G protein-mediated
signaling for several reasons (Miaczynska et al. 2004; Tsvetanova et al. 2015). First,
receptors are assumed to be highly phosphorylated, and therefore unable to activate G
proteins, at endosomes. Second, mutations that prevent interaction of B2AR with GRKs
and arrestins reduce its endocytosis but increase cAMP accumulation. Third, the acidic
environment of the endosome is believed to prevent the interaction of GPCRs with their
ligands (Tsvetanova & von Zastrow 2014).

However, studies in mammalian cells began to suggest that there may be G protein
mediated signaling by GPCRs at endosomes. Early studies showed a second wave of
GPCR signaling that was insensitive to removal of ligand from the extracellular space
(Tsvetanova & von Zastrow 2014; Mullershausen et al. 2009; Calebiro et al. 2009;
Ferrandon et al. 2009). Then, a non-canonical mechanism of sustained signaling
through complexes containing Gβγ subunits and arrestin was demonstrated (Wehbi et
al. 2013; Feinstein et al. 2013).

Evidence for canonical GPCR signaling through G proteins was first demonstrated for
the D1 dopamine receptor; endocytic inhibitors were shown to reduce cAMP production
(Kotowski et al. 2011). Later, single chain antibodies that detected specific protein
conformations (nanobodies) facilitated the direct detection of both active conformations
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of both B2AR and Gαs at endosomes (Irannejad et al. 2013). cAMP produced from
endosomal B2ARs was later shown to have transcriptional consequences (Tsvetanova
& von Zastrow 2014).

Interestingly, it was suggested that retromer was able to terminate cAMP signals
produced from distinct GPCRs at endosomes (Feinstein et al. 2011; Feinstein et al.
2013) . Additionally, enhanced endosomal dwell time of of several GPCRs was shown
to increase signaling from endosomes (Chan et al. 2016; Tian et al. 2016). Therefore, I
was interested in how retromer regulated endosomal signaling of GPCRs.
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2.1 Summary
Retromer mediates sequence-directed cargo exit from endosomes to support both
endosome-to-Golgi (retrograde transport) and endosome-to-plasma membrane
(recycling) itineraries. It is not known if these trafficking functions require cargos to exit
endosomes separately via distinct transport intermediates, or if the same
retromer-coated carriers can support both itineraries. We addressed this question by
comparing human Wntless (Wls) and β-2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR), which require
retromer physiologically for retrograde transport and recycling, respectively. We show
here, by direct visualization in living cells, that both cargos transit primarily the same
endosomes and exit via shared transport vesicles generated from a retromer-coated
endosome domain. While both Wls and β2AR clearly localize to the same
retromer-coated endosome domains, Wls is consistently enriched more strongly. This
enrichment difference is determined by distinct motifs present in the cytoplasmic tail of
each cargo, with Wls using tandem Φ-X-[L/M] motifs and β2AR using a PDZ motif.
Exchanging these determinants reverses the enrichment phenotype of each cargo but
does not change cargo itinerary, verifying the multifunctional nature of retromer and
implying that additional sorting must occur downstream. Quantitative differences in the
degree of cargo enrichment instead underlie a form of kinetic sorting that impacts the
rate of cargo delivery via both itineraries and determines the ability of β2AR to activate
its cognate G protein transducer locally from endosomes. We propose that mammalian
retromer forms a multifunctional membrane coat that supports shared cargo exit for
divergent trafficking itineraries and regulates signaling from endosomes.
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2.2 Introduction
Retromer was discovered in S. cerevisiae through its role in retrieving membrane
cargos from endosomes to Golgi membranes, the retrograde transport route (Seaman
et al. 1998; Seaman et al. 1997). In S. cerevisiae, retromer is a stable heteropentamer
composed of a VPS26/29/35 heterotrimer, which mediates cargo selection by binding to
sorting determinants present in cargo proteins, and a VPS5/17 heterodimer that
deforms the endosome membrane for vesicle budding (Seaman et al. 1998; Nothwehr
et al. 2000; Horazdovsky et al. 1997).

Retromer is deeply conserved, and mutations or alterations in expression of retromer
components in humans have been associated with a variety of pathologies (Trousdale
et al. 2015; Haft et al. 2000; Haft et al. 1998). In mammals and other higher eukaryotes,
retromer has additional trafficking functions (Gallon & Cullen 2015). Particularly,
mammalian retromer supports cargo-selective endosome-to-plasma membrane
recycling, as well as delivery to the trans-Golgi network (TGN)(Chen et al. 2010; Temkin
et al. 2011). This recycling route is important for the regulation of various PDZ
motif-bearing membrane cargos, including a number of signaling receptors (Temkin et
al. 2011). Additionally, interactions between the mammalian VPS26/29/35 heterotrimer
and the heterodimer of VPS5/17 homologues, the sorting nexin-BAR proteins SNX1, 2,
5, and 6, are weaker in mammals than S. cerevisiae (Rojas et al. 2007; Wassmer et al.
2007; Swarbrick et al. 2011). Hence, mammalian retromer is generally defined as the
VPS26/29/35 trimer, which associates with additional accessory proteins that confer
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specialized properties (Temkin et al. 2011; Harterink et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011;
Gallon et al. 2014). For example, sorting nexin 27 (SNX27) is required for
retromer-dependent recycling of the β-2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR) (Temkin et al.
2011; Lauffer et al. 2010) and sorting nexin 3 (SNX3) is required for retromer-dependent
retrograde transport of the Wnt ligand transport protein, Wntless (Wls) (Harterink et al.
2011; Zhang et al. 2011).

Retromer is thought to form a coated domain of the endosome limiting membrane
where cargos are selected for packaging into membrane intermediates that bud from
the limiting membrane and are subsequently delivered to downstream destinations
(Gallon & Cullen 2015; Seaman et al. 1998). From this perspective, a fundamental
question arises: how is the expanded diversity of retromer function is achieved? One
possibility is that the discrete retrograde transport and recycling functions of retromer
are mediated by the formation of separate retromer-containing coat complexes and exit
carriers. According to this hypothesis, functional diversity of retromer is solved by the
formation of biochemically distinct coat structures, each containing a different
complement of accessory proteins and specialized to package recycling or retrograde
cargos into distinct transport intermediates. Alternatively, retromer may have the ability
to generate a multifunctional coat structure that packages cargos destined for both
itineraries into shared intermediates. According to this hypothesis, retromer provides a
flexible endosome exit site for multiple cargos, and must work in coordination with
additional sorting downstream.
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These hypotheses are not mutually exclusive but, to our knowledge, neither has been
directly tested. We did so here by comparing β2AR and Wls, widely expressed
mammalian retromer cargos that require recycling or retrograde transport, respectively,
for their normal physiological operations (Temkin et al. 2011; Franch-Marro et al. 2008;
Port et al. 2008; Belenkaya et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008). We asked if
these retromer-dependent cargos can transit the same endosomes and, if so, if their
distinct itineraries require them to exit endosomes via different retromer-coated
membranes. We show directly that both cargos transit the same endosomes and exit
via a shared retromer-associated region of the endosome membrane. Independently
verifying this conclusion, we show that endosome exit is mediated by discrete retromer
sorting determinants in β2AR and Wls, but that each determinant can support both
itineraries. Together, our findings support the hypothesis that mammalian retromer has
the capacity to generate truly multifunctional exit structures on endosomes. We also
show that retromer mediates kinetic sorting that controls the ability of β2ARs to locally
activate the heterotrimeric G protein, Gs, from the endosome membrane.
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2.3 Results
An experimental system for comparing cargo exit from endosomes
We focused on β2AR and Wls as retromer-dependent cargos with physiological
recycling and retrograde transport itineraries, respectively (Temkin et al. 2011;
Franch-Marro et al. 2008; Port et al. 2008; Belenkaya et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2008; Yang
et al. 2008), that require distinct accessory proteins to exit from endosomes (Lauffer et
al. 2010; Harterink et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011). β2AR and Wls are widely expressed
in mammalian tissues, and are co-expressed in various cell lines including HEK-293
and HeLa cells that are widely used models of β2AR signaling and trafficking (Violin et
al. 2008; Yu et al. 2014; Anon n.d.; Anon n.d.).

β2AR was tagged in its N-terminal extracellular domain with a Flag epitope (Flag-β2AR;
Figure 1A), shown previously not to disrupt receptor function or trafficking (Irannejad et
al. 2013; von Zastrow & Kobilka 1992). Wls was tagged in its largest extracellular loop.
Wild type Wls accumulates in the ER after endocytosis and retrograde transport
(Franch-Marro et al. 2008; Port et al. 2008; Belenkaya et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2008;
Yang et al. 2008; Gasnereau et al. 2011), and the downstream, retromer-independent
step of TGN-to-ER retrieval can be specifically blocked by epitope fusion to the
intracellular C-terminus (Yu et al. 2014). We verified this (Figure S1) and included a
C-terminal HA epitope to generate a model cargo for examination of upstream,
retromer-dependent trafficking (HA-Wls, Figure 1A). Validating this, HA-Wls was
detectable in the plasma membrane by fluorescence microscopy of non-permeabilized
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cells and in permeabilized cells was most highly concentrated in TGN membranes
defined by colocalization with TGN46 (Figure 1B). Both Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls
trafficking remained retromer-dependent because RNAi-mediated depletion of VPS35
caused pronounced down-regulation of both model cargos (Figure 1C).

We identified transfection conditions to achieve similar levels of both tagged proteins in
the plasma membrane, determined by fluorescence flow cytometry (Figure S2A).
Because HA-Wls accumulates in the TGN at steady state, total cellular HA-Wls
expression had to be adjusted ~10-fold higher than β2AR (Figure S2B). This
corresponds to overexpression of ~5-fold relative to endogenous Wls (Figure S2B).
Flag-β2AR expressed under similar experimental conditions was shown previously to
achieve 5-10 fold overexpression relative to endogenous β2AR (Cao et al. 2005; Violin
et al. 2008).

We then asked if this these conditions allow Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls to traffic
differentially in the same cells. We first compared the localization of each model cargo
at steady state in fixed, permeabilized cells. As expected, Flag-β2AR localized to the
plasma membrane in the absence of agonist, and to the plasma membrane and
endosomes after application of the β2AR agonist isoproterenol (Figure 1D). HA-Wls
localized in the plasma membrane and endosomes, but was most highly concentrated
in TGN membranes devoid of detectable Flag-β2AR, and this was insensitive to
isoproterenol (Figure 1D).
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We then labeled each cargo in the plasma membrane of living cells and examined the
effect of a 60 minute 'chase' incubation in the presence of isoproterenol to allow
endocytosis of both Flag-β2AR (requires isoproterenol) and HA-Wls (constitutive)
(Gasnereau et al. 2011). Cargos localized similarly in the plasma membrane before the
chase incubation, and each achieved a distinct, cargo-appropriate intracellular
localization pattern after the 60 minute chase (Figure 1E). We further established that
co-expression of HA-Wls did not affect recycling of Flag-β2AR (Figure S2C) and,
conversely, that co-expression of Flag-β2AR did not affect delivery of internalized
HA-Wls to the TGN (Figure S2D and S2E). Together, these results validate the present
experimental model and indicate that Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls can achieve distinct,
cargo-appropriate itineraries within 60 minutes after endocytosis in the same cells.

Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls transit the same endosomes and retromer endosome
domains
Having devised an experimental system that recapitulates distinct retromer-dependent
itineraries, we investigated whether Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls transit the same or different
endosomes, and whether they exit via the same or different retromer-associated
carriers. In cells fixed after 15 minutes of chase incubation, Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls
localized to the same internal membrane compartments (Figure 2A). Differences in
Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls distribution became apparent in living cells, as chemical fixation
causes endosomes to collapse, and using HEK-293 cells that typically have slightly
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larger endosomes (Puthenveedu et al. 2010). Again, Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls localized
to the same compartments and most were also marked by VPS29-mCherry, defining
them as retromer-associated endosomes (Figure 2B). Verifying that these
heterogeneously labeled structures indeed represent the same endosomes, both model
cargos moved coordinately with retromer through the cytoplasm in live image series
(data not shown).

VPS29-mCherry localized to a protrusion of the endosome membrane that we
generically called a ‘retromer endosome domain’ (RED). In the vast majority of
endosomes examined, Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls were detected in the same REDs
(Figure 2C and 2D). This was observed throughout the 60 minute chase incubation
because, when images were separated into 10 min bins according to chase time, both
cargos were observed in the same REDs in the majority of endosomes examined in all
bins. Together, these data indicate that both Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls, representing
model recycling and retrograde cargos, respectively, traverse the same endosomes and
associate with the same REDs throughout the chase interval during which they achieve
cargo-appropriate itineraries.

Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls exit endosomes via the same REDs but differ in degree of
enrichment
Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls differed in their relative degree of enrichment in REDs (Figures
3A and 3B). To evaluate this across multiple images and experiments, we defined a
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‘RED enrichment index’ as the mean fluorescence signal measured per pixel in the RED
divided by that in the adjacent endosome region (Figure 3C, inset). Overall, the mean
RED enrichment index determined across the 60 minute chase period was 0.59 for
Flag-β2AR and 2.60 for HA-Wls (Figure 3C). As endosomes and REDs approach the
lateral resolution limit of traditional light microscopy, we used structured illumination
microscopy (SIM) to achieve higher resolution (Gustafsson et al. 2008). SIM verified
that Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls localize in the same REDs and that HA-Wls is more highly
enriched in REDs than Flag-β2AR (Figure S3). Although SIM provides enhanced spatial
resolution, we were unable to achieve sufficient temporal resolution to observed
dynamic endosome movements due to slower acquisition. Therefore, we continued to
utilize spinning disc confocal microscopy for subsequent analysis.

Because most REDs contained both Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls, we next investigated
whether REDs define sites of shared cargo exit from endosomes. Small membrane
vesicles were seen to bud off from REDs that contained both Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls
and moved away from the donor endosome in live cell time series (Figure 3D). Similar
to cargo enrichment in REDs, HA-Wls was more strongly enriched than Flag-β2AR in
these exit vesicles. This was evident by line scan analysis of individual endosomes
(Figure 3E) and across multiple endosomes by fluorescence intensity ratio in the exiting
vesicles relative to donor endosomes (Figure 3F). Together, these observations support
the hypothesis that REDs represent a region of the endosome limiting membrane where
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both recycling and retrograde transport cargos are packaged for exit from endosomes
via a shared population of vesicular carriers.

A discrete sorting determinant in the Wls cytoplasmic tail that mediates cargo
enrichment in REDs and is required for downstream delivery
We next sought to understand the structural basis for differential enrichment of
Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls in REDs. β2AR associates with retromer through a C-terminal
PDZ motif (Figure S4A, sequence i) that binds to SNX27 (Cao et al. 1999; Lauffer et al.
2010; Temkin et al. 2011; Franch-Marro et al. 2008)). We reasoned that Wls must utilize
a different sorting determinant to engage retromer because it does not possess a PDZ
motif at its C-terminus (Figure S4A, sequence ii) and can efficiently exit endosomes with
an epitope tag fused to its C-terminus, a manipulation that blocks PDZ motif-directed
exit of β2AR from endosomes (Cao et al. 1999; Lauffer et al. 2010; Temkin et al. 2011;
Franch-Marro et al. 2008).

Truncation of the distal 35 residues from the HA-Wls cytoplasmic tail (HA-Wls∆35;
Figure S4A, sequence iii), strongly reduced enrichment in REDs relative to the parental
HA-Wls construct (Figures 4A and 4B). We isolated two regions within this 35 residue
region that were each sufficient to mediate increased cargo enrichment in REDs, albeit
to a reduced degree when compared to parental HA-Wls containing both regions
(Figure S4A, sequences iv and v; Figures S4B-D). Both regions contain a consensus
⏀-X-[L/M] motif (Seaman 2007; Tabuchi et al. 2010), and point mutating them
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(HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA); Figure S4A, sequence vi) reduced cargo enrichment in REDs
(Figure 4C). Wls’ ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs are conserved across vertebrates except zebrafish,
in which the hydrophobic residue in the first motif is replaced by threonine (Figure 4D).
Drosophila and C. elegans Wls both lack ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs, but contain two sequences
conforming to [S/T]-X-[L/M] placed similarly in the cytoplasmic tail (Figure 4D).

We next examined whether this determinant is also required for subsequent delivery of
HA-Wls to the TGN. In contrast to HA-Wls that colocalized extensively with TGN46 after
60 minute chase (Figure 4E), internalized HA-Wls∆35 did not (Figure 4F). Internalized
HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) was also strongly impaired in delivery to the TGN (Figure 4G).
These results, quantified across multiple cells and experiments by Pearson's correlation
coefficient analysis (Figure 4H), indicate that the discrete sorting determinant identified
in Wls is indeed necessary for accumulation of internalized HA-Wls in the TGN.

Cargo-specific retromer sorting determinants affect trafficking kinetics but not
overall itinerary
To investigate how discrete sorting determinants in Wls and β2AR might differ, we
examined the consequences of exchanging them between model cargos. The RED
enrichment of internalized β2AR is the same whether tagged with a HA or Flag epitope
(Figure 5A), allowing mutational effects on cargo enrichment in REDs to be compared
directly to that of wild type β2AR in the same endosomes. When the cytoplasmic
determinant identified in Wls was exchanged for the PDZ motif-containing determinant
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present in Flag-β2AR, choosing junction points to maintain similar lengths of exchanged
sequence to position the exchanged determinant properly, the mutant receptor
(Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35) enriched more strongly in the same REDs than co-expressed
HA-β2AR (Figure 5B).

Remarkably, Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 recycled to the plasma membrane with efficiency
indistinguishable from that of Flag-β2AR, and this was indeed a consequence of adding
Wls-derived sequence rather than removing cytoplasmic sequence from β2AR (Figure
5C). Further, Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 did not accumulate in TGN membranes more than
the parental Flag-β2AR (Figures S5A and S5B). Moreover, and fully consistent with its
enhanced enrichment in REDs, the Wls-derived sorting determinant significantly
increased the rate at which mutant β2ARs recycle to the plasma membrane (Figure 5D).

We then examined the effect of making the converse exchange, again choosing junction
points to maintain similar lengths of exchanged sequence to position the exchanged
determinant properly. Replacing the cytoplasmic sequence identified in Wls with that
derived from β2AR (HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42) strongly reduced enrichment in REDs, making
it indistinguishable from that observed for co-expressed Flag-β2AR (Figures 5E and
5F). However, internalized HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42 still strongly accumulated in the TGN
after 60 minutes of chase incubation (Figure 5G, Figure S5C), and this depended on the
β2AR-derived tail sequence added rather than Wls tail sequence removed (Figure 5G).
Time-dependent Pearson's correlation coefficient analysis revealed that
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HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42, despite localizing at long chase time in the TGN similarly to
HA-Wls, accumulates there more slowly (Figure 5H). Together these data support the
hypothesis that differences in cargo enrichment in REDs, as conferred by the discrete
cytoplasmic sorting determinants present in each retromer cargo, dictate the rate of
endosome exit and subsequent delivery to the appropriate downstream destination, but
not the destination itself.

Evidence for downstream sorting guiding cargo itinerary after endosome exit
Because β2AR and Wls exit endosomes primarily via same REDs we next investigated
trafficking events downstream of cargo exit from endosomes. Wls is considered a
retrograde cargo whose delivery to the plasma membrane is assumed to occur after exit
from the TGN. However, as a direct endosome-to-plasma membrane route has been
clearly demonstrated for the β2AR (Puthenveedu et al. 2010; Choy et al. 2014), we
considered the possibility that Wls may also exhibit some ability to directly recycle. We
visualized discrete vesicular insertion events into the plasma membrane by
dequenching of superecliptic pHluorin (SpH) fused to the extracellular surface of cargos
by rapid TIR-FM imaging as transient bursts of SpH fluorescence produced by cargo
exposure to the neutral extracellular milieu (Miesenböck et al. 1998; Sankaranarayanan
et al. 2000; Yudowski et al. 2006). We verified that we could visualize plasma
membrane SpH-tagged β2AR and that these indeed represent recycling events by
coincident arrival of fluorescent antibody used to label receptors present initially in the
plasma membrane (Figure 6A) (Puthenveedu et al. 2010; Yudowski et al. 2006).
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Remarkably, similar insertion events were observed by imaging SpH-tagged Wls under
the same conditions, and we verified that tagged Wls delivered via these insertion
events also originated from the previously internalized pool by coincident arrival of
surface-applied fluorescent antibody (Figure 6B). Further, the relative fluorescence
intensity of SpH-tagged Wls insertion was significantly brighter than that of SpH-tagged
β2AR, as determined by measuring the transient fluorescence intensity increase at the
site of insertion relative to ambient plasma membrane surround (∆F/F0; Figure 6C).
This is consistent with the characteristically higher enrichment of Wls relative to β2AR in
RED-derived exit vesicles. Moreover, when surface insertion of SpH-Wls was visualized
simultaneously with surface-labeled Flag-β2AR, both cargos were detected in the same
vesicular fusion events (Figure 6D). These results support the hypothesis that plasma
membrane recycling is not restricted to β2AR and suggest that the recycling route is
traversed by a cargo that also undergoes retrograde transport.

Conversely, while β2AR undergoes endosome-to-plasma membrane recycling that
bypasses the TGN, as do other various recycling cargos (Geuze et al. 1984; Snider &
Rogers 1985). FAM21, a component of the WASH complex that activates
Arp2/3-mediated actin polymerization at endosomes, was shown recently to also restrict
TGN accumulation of PDZ motif-containing cargos, including β2AR (Lee et al. 2016).
We verified that FAM21 knockdown, assessed in Figure 6E, increased localization of
Flag-β2AR in membranes marked by TGN46 (Figure 6F), albeit to a reduced degree
when compared to TGN localization of HA-Wls (Figures 6G and 6H). Consistent with
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this effect of FAM21 occurring downstream of endosome exit (Lee et al. 2016), FAM21
knockdown did not detectably change the localization of either Flag-β2AR or HA-Wls in
endosomes, nor did it detectably change their distinct degrees of enrichment in shared
REDs (Figures 6I and 6J).

Moreover HA-Wls∆35, despite lacking either retromer sorting determinant and being
unable to detectably transit from endosomes to TGN (Figure 4H), was still present in the
TGN when its steady state localization was assessed (Figure 6K and 6L). The source of
this TGN-localized HA-Wls∆35 is presumably the biosynthetic pathway, and thus likely
represents a mechanism of accumulation that is independent of retromer. Together,
these results indicate retromer-dependent itineraries can be separated downstream of
endosome exit.

A discrete effect of retromer sorting determinants on G protein activation from
endosomes
Because our data indicate that cargo enrichment in REDs does not dictate downstream
itinerary, we wondered if these differences might have have some other effect. We were
particularly intrigued by the relatively weak ability of the β2AR’s PDZ motif-based
retromer sorting determinant to drive cargo enrichment in REDs when compared to Wls’
⏀-X-[L/M] -based determinant. Because it is now evident that β2AR can initiate
signaling via its cognate heterotrimeric G protein, Gs, from endosomes as well as the
plasma membrane (Tsvetanova & von Zastrow 2014; Irannejad et al. 2013), we asked if
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this weak degree of β2AR enrichment in REDs might somehow be relevant to β2AR’s
function of signal activation at endosomes.

To do so, we applied previously validated biosensor technology to directly examine the
effects of manipulating receptor enrichment in REDs on the initial steps of β2AR-Gs
signal activation, focusing on Flag-β2AR∆PDZ that exhibits decreased RED enrichment
and Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 that exhibits increased RED enrichment when compared to
wild type Flag-β2AR. We first verified that these engineered receptors mediate G
protein-dependent signal activation by determining that each drives ligand-dependent
stimulation of cyclic AMP accumulation (Figures S6A-6C). We then specifically probed
receptor activation at endosomes using a nanobody-derived biosensor (Nb80-GFP) that
specifically recognizes conformationally activated receptors in living cells (Rasmussen,
Choi, et al. 2011; Irannejad et al. 2013). We verified that Nb80-GFP localizes diffusely
in the cytoplasm in cells not exposed to agonist and is strongly recruited to
Flag-β2AR-containing endosomes after application of isoproterenol (Irannejad et al.
2013). The same phenomenon was observed for both Flag-β2AR∆PDZ and
Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 (Figures 7A-7C). When the degree of biosensor recruitment was
quantified across images and experiments, by determining a ratio of biosensor intensity
to receptor intensity at endosomes, all of the β2AR-derived constructs appeared
indistinguishable in their ability to be conformationally activated in endosomes (Figure
7D).
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We next probed endosomal activation of Gs, the immediate downstream signal
transducer in the β2AR signaling cascade that is activated by direct interaction with
β2AR, using a different nanobody-derived biosensor (Nb37-GFP) (Rasmussen, DeVree,
et al. 2011; Irannejad et al. 2013). We verified that Nb37-GFP localizes diffusely in the
cytoplasm in the absence of agonist and is recruited to endosomes containing
Flag-β2AR following application of isoproterenol (Figure 7F). Interestingly, Nb37-GFP
was recruited to endosomes more strongly by Flag-β2AR∆PDZ than the parental
Flag-β2AR (Figure 7F). Conversely Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 failed to mediate detectable
endosomal recruitment of the Gs activation biosensor in response to isoproterenol
(Figure 7G). This was specific because mutating only the ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs in this
construct, and thus reducing RED enrichment (Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35(LQL+YKL>AAA)),
enhanced Nb37-GFP recruitment to endosomes (Figures S6D and S6E). We verified
these results across multiple images and experiments by again determining a ratio of
biosensor to receptor intensity at endosomes (Figure 7H). Together, these data
indicate that sequence-directed differences in the degree of β2AR enrichment in REDs,
while having no detectable impact on the ability of receptors to undergo conformational
activation in endosomes, strongly affects the ability of receptors to subsequently
activate their immediate downstream signal transducer, Gs, from the endosome
membrane.
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2.4 Discussion
This study addresses a fundamental question regarding the expanded functions of
retromer observed in higher eukaryotes. Our results demonstrate that co-expressed
β2AR and Wls, comprising physiologically relevant recycling and retrograde cargos,
localize to the same retromer-associated endosomes and can exit via the same
transport intermediates generated therefrom. We also show that distinct retromer
sorting determinants present in each cargo, which engage retromer through distinct
mechanisms, are functionally interchangeable in their capacity to support both
itineraries. We then identify a discrete type of kinetic sorting by retromer that controls
the rate, but not destination, of retromer-mediated cargo exit and which influences the
ability of β2AR to activate its cognate signal-transducing G protein in endosomes.

The ability of β2AR and Wls to achieve cargo-appropriate trafficking itineraries after
shared endosome exit via REDs implies that additional sorting must occur downstream
of endosome exit. We think it is likely that multiple downstream sorting operations
contribute. We propose five main elements, depicted schematically in Figure 7I. First,
both cargos can rapidly transit to the plasma membrane after endocytosis and both are
present in the same fusing vesicles, indicating direct endosome-to-plasma membrane
recycling . We note that the DMT1-II iron transporter, possessing a ⏀-X-[L/M] motif,
recycles to the plasma membrane (Tabuchi et al. 2010) and speculate that DMT1-II may
be a naturally occurring example of what we presently demonstrate with engineered
cargos. Second, we verify that FAM21 depletion enhances TGN accumulation of β2AR,
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consistent with its function in suppressing PDZ motif-containing cargo delivery to the
TGN (Lee et al. 2016). Third, mutant analysis indicates that structural determinants
located outside of defined retromer sorting motifs determine downstream itinerary. We
note that β2AR and Wls differ transmembrane domain length: 23 amino acids for β2AR
and for 21 amino acids for Wls. These correspond closely to the average
transmembrane domain lengths of plasma membrane and Golgi resident proteins in
mammalian cells (Sharpe et al. 2010), and differences in transmembrane length of this
order have been demonstrated previously to shift steady state cargo localization from
plasma membrane to Golgi distributions (Masibay et al. 1993). Fourth, Wls has a
dibasic motif located in its cytoplasmic tail that is distinct from its ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs, and
which mediates a discrete, retromer-independent process of Golgi-to-ER retrieval (Yu et
al. 2014). We deliberately disabled this motif in the present study to prevent this
retromer-independent step, which plays a major role in distinguishing the downstream
itinerary of Wls from β2AR under normal physiological conditions, to to focus on the
upstream endosome exit step. Fifth, Wls present in the plasma membrane undergoes
rapid and constitutive endocytosis, which provides a means by which Wls delivered to
the plasma membrane could be retrieved and sorted again. Accordingly, constitutive
endocytosis of Wls would enable an error-checking function of the sorting network and
allow the physiologically appropriate retrograde itinerary of Wls to be repeatedly refined
through iteration.
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The discrete sorting determinants in β2AR and Wls differ markedly in the degree to
which they promote cargo enrichment in REDs. Our results demonstrate this to a spatial
resolution of ~100 nm; future studies using higher-resolution methods could further
solidify this point. This difference mediates a type of kinetic sorting affecting the rate of
cargo delivery via both recycling and retrograde routes, but does not dictate
downstream cargo itinerary.

Our results also reveal an inverse correlation between B2AR enrichment in REDs and
local G protein activation from endosomes. They do not, however, establish whether
RED enrichment affects overall cellular signaling. The total cAMP response mediated by
all of the B2AR constructs tested was partially inhibited by acute endocytic blockade
imposed by Dyngo-4a, but we were unable to detect a statistically significant difference
in this metric between constructs with distinct RED enrichments (Figure S6E). Receptor
enrichment in REDs is expected to both reduce G protein activation from endosomes
and increase it from the plasma membrane (through recycling and resensitization),
creating opposing effects that are both inhibited by Dyngo-4a. Therefore, determining
whether or how differential RED enrichment impacts downstream signaling remains an
important direction for future study.

In sum, the present results establish that divergent recycling and retrograde trafficking
itineraries can be achieved by shared cargo exit from endosomes, using a shared and
likely biochemically heterogeneous retromer coat structure, and reveal a previously
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unrecognized type of kinetic sorting mediated by retromer that has both trafficking and
signaling consequences (Figure 7J). In addition to providing insight to functional
diversity of retromer in higher eukaryotes, theses findings have implications for
understanding diseases caused by mutations or altered expression of retromer subunits
(Trousdale et al. 2015) that have been interpreted, mainly according to effects on
retrograde membrane transport.
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2.6 Experimental Procedures

Materials (DNA constructs, siRNAs, and antibodies), SIM imaging, image analysis,
immunobloting, and cAMP assays are described in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.

Cell culture and transfection
HEK-293 and HeLa cells (ATCC) were grown in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (UCSF Cell Culture Facility). Transfection of DNA
constructs and siRNAs was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 and RNAi-max
(Invitrogen), respectively, according to the manufacturer's instructions. For DNA
expression, cells were transfected 48 hours before experiments and for siRNA
knockdown, cells were transfected 72 hours before experiments.

Fixed Cell Microscopy
Cells were transfected with the indicated siRNAs and/or DNA construct(s),
re-plated onto glass coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine 24 hours post-transfection, and
fixed for imaging 24 hours after re-plating. For surface chase assays, cells were: (1)
placed on ice and rinsed with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), (2) labeled by
the addition of antibodies in ice-cold PBS for 30 minutes, (3) rinsed with room
temperature PBS, and (4) allowed to traffic for specified time point by the addition of
37°C media with or without a saturating concentration of β2AR agonist (10μM
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isoproterenol, Sigma). Cells were then rinsed with PBS and fixed by incubation in 3.7%
formaldehyde (Fisher Scientific) diluted in modified BRB80 buffer (80mM PIPES, 1mM
MgCl2, 1mM CaCl2, pH 6.8) for 15 minutes and then blocked in blocking buffer (3%
Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma) in PBS with or without permeabilization by 0.1% triton
X-100 (Sigma)) for 30 minutes. Primary labeling was performed by the addition of
antibodies diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer for one hour and secondary labeling was
performed by the addition of antibodies diluted at 1:500 in blocking buffer for 20
minutes. DAPI counterstaining was performed by exposing cells to 300 nM
DAPI-dihydrochloride (Sigma) for one minute. Specimens were mounted using ProLong
Gold antifade reagent (Life Technologies).

Live cell microscopy
Cells were transfected as indicated, re-plated onto glass bottom dishes (MatTek)
coated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma) 24 hours post-transfection, and imaged 24 hours post
re-plating. Surface Flag and HA epitopes were labeled on ice as described above, but
with Alexa Fluor-conjugated antibodies. Cells were imaged in DMEM without phenol red
(UCSF Cell Culture Facility) supplemented with 30mM HEPES at 37°C.

Image acquisition
Spinning disc confocal images were acquired on a Nikon TE-2000 with confocal
scanner unit (Yokogawa) using a 100X NA1.45 objective using an electron multiplying
CCD camera (Andor) controlled by Micro-Manager software
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(https://www.micro-manager.org). Epifluorescence images were acquired on a Nikon
inverted microscope with a 60X NA1.4 objective illuminated by a mercury arc lamp
through standard dichroic filter sets (Chroma) and collected using a cooled CCD
camera (Princeton Instruments). TIR-FM images were collected on a Nikon Ti-E
inverted microscope equipped for through-the-objective TIR-FM with a Apo TIRF 100X,
NA1.49 objective (Nikon) with solid-state lasers of 405, 488, 561 and 647 nm (Keysight
Technologies) using an EMCCD camera (Andor) controlled by NIS-Elements 4.1
software to acquire image sequences every 50 ms for 5 min. Exposure times and
illumination were adjusted to remain in the dynamic range of each camera.

Flow Cytometry and Recycling Assays
Cells were transfected as described, re-plated into 12-well dishes 24 hours
post-transfection, and analyzed by flow cytometry 24 hours post re-plating. Surface
expression was measured by the addition of antibody diluted in PBS at 4°C for 25
minutes. Flow-cytometry-based recycling assays were performed as described
previously (Temkin et al. 2011). Fluorescence intensity profiles of cell populations
(>2,500 cells per sample) were measured using a FACS-Calibur instrument (BD
Biosciences). In each experiment, duplicate treatments were analyzed for each
condition.

DNA constructs
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Flag-β2AR (Tang et al. 1999), HA-β2AR (von Zastrow & Kobilka 1992),
VPS29-mCherry (Temkin et al. 2011), Nb80-GFP and Nb37-GFP (Irannejad et al.
2013), and Flag-SpH-β2AR (Yudowski et al. 2006) were described previously. HA-Wls,
HA-Wls-ERretrieval, and Flag-Wls-HA were created by PCR of human Wntless cDNA
(Open Biosystems) to add an internal HA or Flag epitope and restriction sites followed
by ligation into pIRESneo3 with or without C-terminal HA tag. HA-Wls deletion
constructs (HA-Wls∆35, HA-Wls∆518-541, and HA-Wls∆506-518) and Flag-β2AR
deletion constructs (Flag-β2AR∆PDZ and Flag-β2AR∆42) were created by Phusion
PCR amplification and blunt-end ligation (Phusion Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit,
Thermo Scientific). Chimeric constructs (HA-Wls∆35-β2ARtail and
Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35), HA-SpH-Wls, Flag-B2AR∆42-Wls35(LQL/YKL>AAA), and
HA-Wls(LQL/YKL>AAA) were created using homology directed ligation (In-Fusion HD
Cloning kit, Clontech), and for HA-Wls(LQL/YKL>AAA) a gBlock (Integrated DNA
technologies) with desired mutations was used for the insertion fragment.

siRNAs
siRNAs were purchased from Qiagen for control (1027281), VPS35
(SI04287605), and FAM21 (custom sequence 5′- GAACAAAACCCAAGGCAAA -3′).

Antibodies
Commercial primary antibodies used were: mouse anti-Flag M1 (Sigma), rabbit
anti-Flag (Sigma), mouse anti-HA (Covance), rat anti-HA (Roche applied science),
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rabbit anti-Giantin (Covance), sheep anti-TGN46 (AbD Serotec), rabbit anti-WASH
complex subunit FAM21-C (EMD Millipore), and mouse anti-GAPDH (EMD Millipore).
Chicken anti-Wls was a generous gift from Dr. Robert Levenson. Commercial
secondary antibodies used were: Alexa Fluor 555 or 488 donkey anti-mouse, Alexa
Fluor 555 or 488 donkey anti-rabbit , Alexa Fluor 488 or 555 goat anti-rat, or Alexa Fluor
488 donkey anti-sheep (Life Technologies). Conjugated primary antibodies used for live
cell imaging and flow cytometry, with dilutions used in parentheses, were mouse
anti-Flag M1 antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555 or 647 (Alexa Fluor protein
labeling kits, Invitrogen; 1:1000), mouse anti-HA epitope 488 conjugate (Invitrogen;
1:100), and mouse anti-HA epitope 647 conjugate (Thermo Scientific; 1:100). LI-COR
secondary antibodies used for immunoblotting were donkey anti-mouse IR800, donkey
anti-rabbit IR680 , and goat anti-chicken IR800 (LI-COR biosciences).

SIM imaging
SIM images were acquired using a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope through an
Apo TIRF 100X 1.49 NA objective (Nikon) and 3D EX V-R SIM grating (Nikon)
illuminated by sapphire lasers of 488 and 561 nm (Coherent) with an Andor iXon
DU897 EMCCD camera. NIS-Elements 4.12 software was used to control hardware and
reconstruct images.

Image analysis
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Fluorescence intensity plots were measured using ImageJ software. For data
plotted as % max fluorescence, % max fluorescence was calculated for each image as
follows: % max fluorescence= mean fluorescence- min fluorescence/ max fluorescence.
∆F/F0 for
TIR-FM insertion event time series was calculated as: (mean fluorescence- F0

)/ F0, where F0 is defined as the average fluorescence in the ten frames prior to the
insertion event.
To measure RED enrichment index, regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn as
freehand lines 5 pixels wide around the endosome limiting membrane and down the
RED. To correct for background fluorescence, the ROIs were moved to adjacent
regions within the cell and the mean background fluorescence values were subtracted
from the endosome and RED fluorescence values. RED enrichment index was
calculated as the background subtracted RED fluorescence per pixel divided by
endosome fluorescence per pixel. Exiting vesicle: endosome ratio was calculated in a
similar manner, but with freehand ROIs around the endosome and exiting vesicle.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of cargo and TGN46 was measured using the
Coloc2 plugin in Fiji software (http://fiji.sc/Fiji). ROIs were drawn around the cell of
interest in the cargo channel and PCC was calculated only within cellular ROIs.
Nanobody enrichment on endosomes was calculated by drawing: (1) circular
ROIs around 5 endosomes per cell in the Flag-receptor channel, (2) circular ROIs
adjacent to each endosome to correct for local background fluorescence in the
Flag-receptor channel, and (3) a freehand ROI around the cell in the nanobody channel.
To normalize for expression levels between cells, the mean endosome enrichment in
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each channel was calculated using the formula: mean endosome enrichment= (mean
endosome fluorescence-local endosome background)/(mean cell fluorescence-local
endosome background). The nanobody: Flag receptor ratio for each cell was calculated
as the average ratio of mean endosome enrichment in the nanobody channel divided by
that of the Flag channel for the 5 endosomes measured per cell. Values reported are
the mean for n cells.

Immunoblotting
Cells were transfected with siRNAs and/ or DNA constructs as indicated, grown
to confluency, and lysed in a buffer of 0.2% Triton-X100, 150mM NaCl, 25mM KCl,
10mM Tris pH7.4, 1 mM EDTA supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche).
Lysates were cleared by centrifugation and protein concentration was determined by
Coomassie protein assay (Thermo scientific.) Lysates were denatured by SDS sample
buffer (Novex) + 0.2M Dithiothreitol. Equal total protein amounts were loaded and run
on 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (NuPAGE, Invitrogen), transferred to nitrocellulose membranes,
and probed by immunoblotting, first with primary antibodies as indicated, and then with
secondary antibodies conjugated to infrared dyes (LI-COR). Blots were imaged on a
LI-COR scanner and images were analyzed with Image Studio Lite software
(https://www.licor.com/bio/products/software/image_studio_lite/).

cAMP Assays
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Cellular cAMP was detected by two methods. The first method utilizes a
luminescence-based biosensor (pGlo-20F Promega) in live HEK-293 cells treated with
saturating concentrations of either isoproterenol (10μM) or Forskolin (2.5μM), as
described in Irannejad, et al., 2013. The second method measured the concentration of
cAMP in HEK-293 cell lysates treated for 30 minutes with saturating isoproterenol
(10μM) using a cAMP enzyme immunoassay kit (ENZO life sciences) per mg protein,
quantified by Coomassie protein assay (Thermo scientific). To assay for cAMP
produced from endocytosed receptors, cells were pre-treated in serum-free media for
15 minutes with either 30uM Dyngo-4a (Abcam) to block endocytosis or 0.1% DMSO
(Sigma-Aldrich). The 5 maximum cAMP luminescence values were averaged for each
condition, and reported as percent change of Dyngo-4a treated compared to
DMSO-treated.

Statistical analysis
Results are displayed as mean of results from each experiment or data set, as
indicated in figure legends. The statistical significance between conditions for
experiments with two conditions was calculated using paired, two tailed t-tests. For
experiments with ≥3 conditions, statistical significance was calculated using either
Tukey or Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, depending on experimental setup,
following ordinary one-way ANOVA. For time course experiments, statistical
significance was calculated using Dunnett’s multiple comparison test following two-way
ANOVA. All statistical calculations were performed using Prism6.0 software (GraphPad
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Software, Inc). The threshold for significance was p<0.05 and the coding for significance
is reported is: (ns) p>0.05, (*) p≤0.05, (**) p≤0.01, (***)p≤0.001, (****) p≤0.00001.
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2.8 Figures
Figure 1. Direct comparison of retromer-dependent recycling and retrograde
transport cargos in the same cells.
(A) Schematic representation of Flag-β2AR (left) and HA-Wls (right) showing topology
and epitope tagging. (B) Representative widefield images of HeLa cells expressing
HA-Wls, stained without (top) or with (bottom) permeabilization. (C) Average Flag-β2AR
and HA-Wls surface fluorescence upon control or VPS35 knockdown, as percent of
control surface expression measured by fluorescence flow cytometry (n=3 independent
experiments). Error bars represent s.e.m. (D) Representative confocal images of
permeabilized HEK-293 cells with no treatment (top) or with 30 minutes of saturating
(10μM) isoproterenol treatment (bottom), showing the localization of Flag-β2AR and
HA-Wls. (E) Representative confocal images of HeLa cells expressing Flag-β2AR and
HA-Wls, surface labeled with anti- Flag and -HA antibodies, and fixed after 0-minute
(top) or 60-minute (bottom) chase incubation. Scale Bars, 10μm. See also Figures S1
and S2.

Figure 2. β2AR and Wls traffic through the same endosomes and retromer
endosome domains.
(A) Representative confocal image of a HeLa cell expressing Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls
surface labeled with anti- Flag and HA antibodies and fixed after 15-minute chase
incubation. Inset shows a representative region at higher magnification. (B)
Representative confocal image of live a HEK-293 cell expressing Flag-β2AR, HA-Wls,
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and VPS29-mCherry surface labeled with anti- Flag and HA antibodies after chase
incubation. Inset shows a representative region at higher magnification. (C) Enlarged
view of an endosome in a HEK-293 cell with a RED (arrows) containing both Flag-β2AR
and HA-Wls. (D) Quantification of cargos in REDs after 7-51 minute chase incubations
(n=3 independent experiments). Error bars correspond to s.e.m. Large image scale
bars, 10μm; inset scale bars, 1μm.

Figure 3. β2AR and Wls have distinct abilities to enrich in and exit from REDs.
(A) Representative confocal image of an endosome in a HEK-293 cell surface labeled
for Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls. Dotted line in merge panel shows line used for fluorescence
intensity profile in B. (B) Fluorescence intensity profile, normalized to maximum, of line
shown in panel A. (C) Average RED enrichment indices of Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls,
defined as the ratio of the mean, background-subtracted fluorescence per pixel in the
RED divided by the mean, background-subtracted fluorescence per pixel in the adjacent
endosome (n=30 REDs pooled from 3 independent experiments). Inset image shows an
example of the regions of interest used to quantify the endosome (dotted circle) and
RED (dotted curved line). (D) Representative time-lapse series of a RED scission event,
with relative time in seconds denoted to left of each image. Dotted lines in merge image
panels show lines used for fluorescence intensity profiles in E. (E) Fluorescence
intensity profiles, normalized to series maximum, of lines shown in panel D. (F) Average
exiting vesicle to endosome ratios of Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls, defined as the ratio of the
mean, background-subtracted exiting vesicle fluorescence per pixel divided by the
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mean, background-subtracted endosome fluorescence per pixel (n=24 events pooled
from 3 independent experiments). Inset image show an example of the regions of
interest used for the endosome (large dotted shape) and RED (small dotted shape).
Error bars correspond to s.e.m. Scale bars, 1μm. See also Figure S3.

Figure 4. Identification of ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs in Wls’ cytoplasmic tail required for
strong RED enrichment and retrograde transport.
(A-C) Left, schematic representations of HA-Wls wild type, HA-Wls∆35, and
HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) showing the corresponding mutations, topology, and epitope
tagging. Center, representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells surface labeled
for HA-Wls wild type, HA-Wls∆35, or HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) and Flag-β2AR after
chase incubations. Inset images show representative endosomes with REDs at higher
magnification. Right, average RED enrichment indices of HA-Wls wild type, HA-Wls∆35,
and HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) compared to Flag-β2AR in the same REDs (n=30 REDs
pooled from 3 independent experiments). (D) Amino acid sequence alignment of the
cytoplasmic tails of Wls from different species with ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs highlighted in cyan
and putative [S/T]-X-[L/M] motifs highlighted in purple. (E-G) Representative confocal
images of fixed HeLa cells expressing HA-Wls wild type, HA-Wls∆35, or
HA-Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) surface labeled with anti-HA antibodies and chased for 60
minutes. (H) Accumulation of each cargo in the TGN, quantified by average Pearson’s
correlation coefficient with TGN46 after a 60-minute chase incubation (n=30 cells
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pooled from 3 independent experiments). Large image scale bars, 10μm; inset scale
bars, 1μm. Error bars correspond to s.e.m. See also Figure S4.

Figure 5. Wls’ and β2AR’s cytoplasmic tails determine RED enrichment and
trafficking kinetics, but not target destination.
(A, B) Left, schematic representations of Flag-β2AR wild type or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35
showing corresponding mutations, topology, and epitope tagging. Center,
representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells surface labeled for Flag-β2AR wild
type or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 and HA-β2AR after chase incubations. Inset images show
representative endosomes with REDs at higher magnification. Right, average RED
enrichment indices of Flag-β2AR wild type or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 compared to
HA-β2AR in the same REDs (n=30 REDs pooled from 3 independent experiments). (C)
Average percent recycled Flag-β2AR wild type or mutant after 45 minutes of agonist
washout (n=5). (D) Average percent recycled Flag-β2AR wild type or mutant after
denoted time points of agonist washout, with statistical significance shown in relation to
wild type Flag-β2AR (n=4). (E, F) Left, schematic representations of HA-Wls wild type
or HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42 showing corresponding mutations, topology, and epitope
tagging. Center, representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells surface labeled
for HA-Wls wild type or HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42 and Flag-β2AR after chase incubation.
Inset images show representative endosomes with REDs at higher magnification. Right,
average RED enrichment indices of HA-Wls wild type or HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42
compared to Flag-β2AR in the same REDs (n=30 REDs pooled from 3 independent
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experiments). (G) Average Pearson’s correlation coefficient of each cargo with TGN46
after 60-minute chase incubation, indicating accumulation of each cargo in the TGN
(n=30 cells pooled from 3 independent experiments). (H) Average Pearson’s correlation
coefficient of each cargo with TGN46 after denoted time points of chase incubation, with
statistical significance shown in relation to wild type HA-Wls (n=30 cells pooled from 3
independent experiments). Large image scale bars, 10μm; inset scale bars, 1μm. Error
bars correspond to s.e.m. See also Figure S5.

Figure 6. β2AR and Wls are each able to transit both the plasma membrane and
the TGN.
(A) Left, representative TIR-FM image montage showing coincident plasma membrane
insertion of Sph-B2AR and surface labeled Flag in a live HEK-293 expressing
Flag-SpH-β2AR. Right, fluorescence traces showing that surface labeled Flag appears
in the TIRF field prior to SpH insertion and that both signals rapidly diffuse. (B) Left,
representative TIR-FM image montage showing coincident plasma membrane insertion
of Sph-Wls and surface labeled HA in a live HEK-293 expressing HA-SpH-Wls. Right,
fluorescence traces showing that surface labeled HA appears in the TIRF field prior to
SpH insertion and that both signals rapidly diffuse. (C) Average ∆F/F0 plot of SpH
signals of insertion events from cells expressing either SpH-Flag-β2AR or SpH-HA-Wls
(n=10 events from two independent experiments). (D) Representative TIR-FM image
montage showing coincident plasma membrane insertion of Sph and surface labeled
Flag (arrows) in a live HEK-293 expressing both HA-SpH-Wls and Flag-β2AR. Right,
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fluorescence traces showing that surface labeled Flag appears in the TIRF field prior to
SpH insertion and that both signals rapidly diffuse. (E) Representative immunoblots of
cell lysates upon control or FAM21 siRNA knockdown blotted for FAM21 or GAPDH.
Average percent knockdown upon treatment with FAM21 siRNA was quantified at
83.0±13.6% of control (mean ± standard deviation, n=3). (F) Representative confocal
images of fixed HeLa cells expressing Flag-β2AR, treated with control or FAM21 siRNA,
and surface labeled with anti-Flag antibody, chased for 60 minutes. (G) Representative
confocal images of fixed HeLa cells expressing HA-Wls, treated with control or FAM21
siRNA, and surface labeled with anti-Flag antibody, chased for 60 minutes. (H)
Accumulation of each cargo in the TGN upon control or FAM21 knockdown, quantified
by average Pearson’s correlation coefficient with TGN46 after a 60-minute chase
incubation (n=30 cells pooled from 3 independent experiments). (I) Representative
confocal images of live HEK-293 cells treated with either control or FAM21 siRNA
surface labeled for HA-Wls and Flag-β2AR after chase incubation. Inset images show
representative endosomes with REDs at higher magnification. Inset scale bar, 1μm. (J)
Average RED enrichment indices of Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls upon control or FAM21
knockdown (n=30 REDs pooled from 3 independent experiments). (K) Representative
confocal images of permeabilized HeLa cells expressing either HA-Wls or HA-Wls∆35
showing steady state localization relative to TGN46. (L) Average Pearson’s correlation
coefficient of HA-Wls and HA-Wls∆35 with TGN46 at steady state (n=20 cells pooled
from 2 independent experiments). Large image scale bars;10μm. TIR-FM montage
scale bars, 1μm. Error bars correspond to s.e.m.
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Figure 7. β2AR mutant RED enrichment is inversely correlated with G protein
activation at endosomes.
(A-C) Left, schematic representations of Flag-β2AR∆PDZ, Flag-β2AR wild-type, or
Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 showing corresponding mutations, topology, and epitope tagging.
Note that constructs are ordered by increasing RED enrichment from top to bottom.
Right, representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells expressing
Flag-β2AR∆PDZ, Flag-β2AR wild-type, or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 and Nb80-GFP after
Flag surface labeling and subsequent chase incubation. Inset images show
representative endosomes at higher magnification. (D) Average Nb80-GFP to Flag
fluorescence enrichment ratio in endosomes, (n=30 cells from 3 independent
experiments). (E-G) Representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells expressing
Flag-β2AR∆PDZ, Flag-β2AR wild-type, or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 and Nb37-GFP after
surface Flag labeling and subsequent chase incubation. Inset images show
representative endosomes at higher magnification. (H) Average Nb37-GFP to Flag
fluorescence enrichment ratio in endosomes (n=30 cells from 3 independent
experiments). Large image scale bars, 10μm; inset scale bars, 1μm. Error bars
correspond to s.e.m. (I) Schematic model summarizing key findings relating to sorting of
β2AR and Wls downstream of shared cargo exit from endosomes. Events depicted as
numbered items in model correspond to those discussed in the text. (J) Schematic
model summarizing key findings relating to retromer’s regulation of kinetic sorting and
β2AR signal activation at the endosome. See also Figure S6.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Topology and localization of additional epitope-tagged
Wls constructs. Related to Figure 1.
(A) Schematic representation of HA-Wls-ERretrieval, which does not contain the
C-terminal HA epitope to block the endogenous ER retrieval motif, showing topology
and epitope tagging. (B) Representative epifluorescence images of fixed HEK-293 cells
expressing HA-Wls-ER retrieval, without (top) or with (bottom) permeabilization,
showing that the recombinant protein is not strongly localized to the plasma membrane
and instead accumulates in a juxtanuclear region that does not colocalize with
Golgi-resident protein Giantin, indicative of ER localization. (C) Schematic
representation of Flag-Wls-HA showing topology and epitope tagging. (D)
Representative epifluorescence images of fixed HEK-293 cells expressing Flag-Wls-HA,
without (top) or with (bottom) permeabilization, showing that recombinant protein can be
detected at the plasma membrane with only Flag antibody and that both epitopes
colocalize almost perfectly at a perinuclear region, indicative of TGN localization.

Supplemental Figure 2. Relative expression levels of epitope tagged β2AR and
Wls and assessment of co-expression on membrane trafficking. Related to Figure
1.
(A) Relative surface expression of HA-β2AR and HA-Wls measured by fluorescence
flow cytometry (n=3 independent experiments). (B) Representative immunoblot showing
relative levels of (1) Flag-β2AR to Flag-Wls and (2) Flag-Wls to endogenous Wls. HeLa
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cells were transfected with constructs as indicated above each lane and cell lysates
expressing both Flag-β2AR and Flag-Wls were loaded in a dilution series to quantify
relative expression levels. Top image shows representative blot probed with anti-Flag
antibody, showing relative protein expression of Flag-β2AR and Flag-Wls expression;
relative expression was quantified at 6.5 Wls: 1 β2AR in this example and
overexpression averaged 12.5 ± 5.1 Wls: 1 β2AR (n=4). Center image shows blot
probed with anti-Wls antibody, showing relative protein expression of endogenous Wls
and overexpressed Flag-Wls. Relative expression was quantified at 5.3 Flag-Wls: 1
endogenous Wls in this example and overexpression averaged 4.3 ± 1.8 Flag-Wls:
endogenous Wls (n=4). Lower image shows blot probed with anti-GAPDH, showing
relative loading. Molecular weights and corresponding epitope-tagged proteins are
denoted on right. (C) Average percent recycled Flag-β2AR upon co-expression of either
empty vector (pcDNA) or HA-Wls (n=3). (D) Representative confocal images of fixed
HeLa cells expressing HA-Wls and co-expressing either empty vector (pcDNA) or
Flag-β2AR, surface labeled with anti-HA antibodies and chased for 60 minutes. Scale
bar, 10um. (E) Accumulation of HA-Wls in the TGN when co-expressed with either
empty vector (pcDNA) or Flag-β2AR after a 60-minute chase incubation (n=20 cells
from 2 independent experiments). Error bars represent s.e.m.

Supplemental Figure 3. Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) confirms β2AR
and Wls have distinct abilities to enrich in REDs. Related to Figure 3.
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(A) Representative SIM reconstruction images of a live HEK-293 cell expressing
HA-Wls and Flag-β2AR and surface labeled with anti- Flag and HA antibodies after
chase incubation. Inset images show representative endosomes at higher
magnification. Large image scale bars, 10μm; inset scale bars, 1μm. (B) Average RED
enrichment indices of Flag-β2AR and HA-Wls. (n=30 REDs pooled from 2 independent
experiments).

Supplemental Figure 4. Bipartite nature of the retromer sorting determinant in the
Wls cytoplasmic tail. Related to Figure 4.
(A) Amino acid sequences of the cytoplasmic tails of: (i) wild type human β2AR, (ii) wild
type human Wls, (iii) Wls∆35, (iv) Wls∆518-541, (v) Wls∆506-518, and (vi)
Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA). In the β2AR sequence, the PDZ motif is underlined and in the Wls
sequences, the ⏀-X-[L/M] motifs are in cyan. In the Wls(LQL+YKL>AAA) sequence,
mutated residues are shown in grey. (B, C) Left, schematic representations of
HA-Wls∆518-541 (B) and HA-Wls∆506-518 (C) showing topology, epitope tagging, and
mutations. Center, representative confocal images of live HEK-293 cells expressing
HA-Wls∆518-541 (B) or HA-Wls∆506-518 (C) and Flag-β2AR after surface Flag and HA
labeling and subsequent chase incubations. Inset images show representative
endosomes with REDs at higher magnification. Right, average RED enrichment indices
of HA-Wls∆518-541 (B) or HA-Wls∆506-518 (C) compared to Flag-β2AR in the same
REDs (n=30 REDs pooled from 3 independent experiments). (D) Representative
confocal images of HeLa cells expressing HA-Wls∆518-541 or HA-Wls∆506-518
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surface labeled with anti-HA antibodies and chased for 60 minutes (E) Accumulation of
each cargo in the TGN, quantified by average Pearson’s correlation coefficient with
TGN46 after a 60-minute chase incubation (n=30 cells pooled from 3 independent
experiments). Large image scale bars, 10μm; inset scale bars, 1μm. Error bars
correspond to s.e.m.

Supplemental Figure 5. Cytoplasmic tail swapping between β2AR and Wls does
not change downstream destination. Related to Figure 5.
(A) Representative confocal images of fixed HeLa cells expressing Flag-β2AR,
Flag-β2AR∆42, or Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35 surface labeled with anti-Flag antibody and
chased for 60 minutes. (B) Accumulation of each cargo in the TGN after 60-minute
chase incubation, compared to HA-Wls, quantified by average Pearson’s correlation
coefficient with TGN46 (n=30 cells pooled from 3 independent experiments). Error bars
correspond to s.e.m. (C) Representative confocal images of fixed HeLa cells
expressing HA-Wls, HA-Wls∆35, HA-Wls∆35-β2AR42, or HA-β2AR surface labeled with
anti-HA antibodies and chase incubated for 60 minutes. Scale bars, 10μm.

Supplemental Figure 6. B2AR mutant constructs are functional in signaling
assays and do not significantly alter the fraction cAMP produced from
endosomes. Related to Figure 7.
(A) Isoproterenol-induced cAMP luminescence traces, normalized to forskolin maxima,
from live HEK-293 cells stably expressing indicated constructs (n=2). (B) Integrated
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cAMP luminescence from plot shown in A. (C) Fold change of cAMP in cells stably
expressing the indicated constructs lysed after 30 minutes of isoproterenol treatment
compared to non-transfected cells measured by Elisa (n= 3). (D) Left, schematic
representations of Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35(LQL+YKL>AAA) showing corresponding
mutations, topology, and epitope tagging. Right, representative confocal image of a live
HEK-293 cell expressing Flag-β2AR∆42-Wls35(LQL+YKL>AAA) and Nb37-GFP after
Flag surface labeling and subsequent chase incubation. Inset images show
representative endosome at higher magnification. Large image scale bar, 10μm; inset
scale bar, 1μm. (E) Average Nb37-GFP to Flag fluorescence enrichment ratio in
endosomes, (n=10 cells from 1 experiment). (F) Percent inhibition of maximal
isoproterenol-induced cAMP luminescence by endocytic inhibitor Dyngo-4a in cells
stably expressing the indicated constructs (n=4).
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3.1 Cargos with divergent itineraries exit endosomes together

We set out to test whether retromer plays an instructive role in determining cargo
destination after endosome exit. A model in which cargos are segregated by retromer
prior to endosome exit has been widely proposed (Johannes & Wunder 2011; van
Weering et al. 2010), based on the fact that different cargos require distinct accessory
proteins and appear morphologically distinct on endosomal subdomains (Harterink et al.
2011). To the contrary, we found that B2AR and Wls, model recycling and retrograde
transport cargos transit the same endosomes and exit endosomes together on vesicles
formed by shared retromer endosome domains.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that the postendocytic trafficking of recycling and
retrograde transport cargos have been directly compared in the same cells. It is
important to note that we did observe morphological differences in the appearance of
each cargo on endosomal subdomains. Wls was previously described as appearing
“vesicular” in morphology on retromermarked endosomal domains (Harterink et al.
2011), while B2AR was described as “tubular” (Temkin et al. 2011). We also observed
these distinct morphologies, but when the images are overlaid, it was clear that the
large majority (>75%) of retromer endosome domains containing each cargo
overlapped.
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We believe that the distinct morphologies observed are due to the large differences
cargo enrichment in retromer endosome domains (REDs). We found that the vast
majority (>95%) of REDs containing both cargos were more highly enriched for Wls than
B2AR. The relative enrichment of cargo in the RED versus endosome membrane was,
on average, about 5 fold higher for Wls than B2AR.

Importantly, recycling and retrograde transport cargos were also observed exiting
endosomes together. Endosome exit events were observed as REDs undergoing
scission from the endosome, forming small vesicles that move independently fromt the
remaining endosome. Generally, when these REDs contained both cargos, so did the
exiting vesicles. Additionally, differences in cargo enrichment in REDs were maintained
until after the RED scission event.

It is important to note we verified in our system that B2AR and Wls display their
divergent and retromerdependent trafficking itineraries. B2AR was found cycle between
endosomes and the plasma membrane upon agonist addition and to accumulate at the
plasma membrane (recycle) upon agonist removal. In contrast, Wls surface labeled at
the plasma membrane transited endosomes and then accumulated at the TGN over
long chase times, verifying its retrograde transport itinerary.

Together, these data show that B2AR and Wls, model cargos with divergent,
retromerdependent trafficking itineraries, traverse the same endosomes and the same
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REDs, yet are distinct in their abilities to enrich in REDs. These data show that
divergent cargos are not separated into distinct transport vesicles prior to endosome
exit, but instead display a novel form of physical segregation in their abilities to enrich in
and exit from REDs.
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3.2 Cargoretromer interaction motifs are interchangeable in achieving each
cargo’s downstream destination

We next tested the second prediction of the model in which retromer plays an instructive
role in determining cargo itinerary downstream of exit that retromer can biochemically
distinguish cargos with distinct downstream destinations prior to endosome exit. To do
so, we first investigated the modes of retromer connectivity of B2AR and Wls.

B2AR has a PDZ motif that links it to retromer through the accessory protein SNX27
(Cao et al. 1999; Lauffer et al. 2010; Temkin et al. 2011). When B2AR’s PDZ motif is
removed or disrupted, B2AR does not efficiently recycle or enter REDs (Cao et al. 1999;
Lauffer et al. 2010; Temkin et al. 2011). Wls does not possess a consensus PDZ motif,
nor does it exhibit impaired retromerdependent trafficking when an epitope is added to
its cytoplasmic tail, as observed with B2AR (Cao et al. 1999; Lauffer et al. 2010; Temkin
et al. 2011). Wls is known to require a distinct accessory protein, SNX3 (Harterink et al.
2011; Zhang et al. 2011), but the motif within Wls that is required for its RED entry and
retrograde transport was unknown prior to our work.

Therefore, we set out to determine the motif within Wls that is recognized by retromer.
We found that Wls’ cytoplasmic tail contains two consensus ⏀X[L/M] motifs (where ⏀
is any hydrophobic amino acid) that necessary for strong RED enrichment and
postendocytic accumulation in the TGN. ⏀X[L/M] motifs have been extensively
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characterized in a splice isoform of a distinct retromer cargo, the divalent metal
transporter 1II (DMT1II) (Tabuchi et al. 2010), and a similar motif has also been
described in the classical retromer cargo, the cationindependent mannose phosphate
receptor (CIMPR; (Seaman 2007). Within Wls, both of these motifs were conserved
across all vertebrate species examined except zebrafish, in which the hydrophobic
residue was replaced for threonine in the first motif. Interestingly, in the invertebrate
species analyzed, each contained two motifs conforming the the alternate motif found in
zebrafish, [S/T]X[L/M], indicating that this alternate motif may be an ancestral retromer
binding motif. Tabuchi et al. showed that the ⏀X[L/M] motif is required for the DMT1II
cytoplasmic tail to interact with the purified retromer complex, suggesting that the
interaction between this motif and retromer is direct.

These data suggest that B2AR and Wls interact with retromer through distinct
mechanisms, utilizing distinct cargoretromer interaction motifs. B2AR’s PDZ motif
interacts with the PDZ domain in SNX27 (Cao et al. 1999; Lauffer et al. 2010). SNX27
interacts directly with the VPS26 subunit of retromer and, interestingly, the interaction of
SNX27 with VPS26 enhances SNX27’s affinity for PDZ motifs (Gallon et al. 2014). In
contrast, we found that Wls requires two ⏀X[L/M] motifs in its cytoplasmic tail for
efficient RED entry and retrograde transport. It seems likely that this motif allows Wls to
interact directly with retromer, rather than requiring an adaptor protein based work by
Tabuchi et al. It is interesting to note that while DMT1II has a single ⏀X[L/M] motif,
Wls has two and that each are partially sufficient for its strong RED enrichment and
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postendocytic TGN delivery. An interesting avenue for future study would be to
determine biochemical basis for the interaction between ⏀X[L/M] motifs and retromer
and the stoichiometry of retromer subunits to the Wls tail.

Once cargoretromer interaction motifs that were necessary RED entry and endosome
exit for were identified in both B2AR and Wls, we next asked whether these motifs were
also sufficient for divergent downstream targeting. We found, using chimeric mutant
receptors, that the cargoretromer interaction motifs from each cargo were sufficient for
their characteristic degrees of RED enrichment; B2AR with Wls’ cytoplasmic tail
enriched strongly in REDs, while Wls with B2AR’s cytoplasmic tail enriched weakly.
However, the chimeric receptors also revealed that cargoretromer interaction motifs do
not determine the downstream itinerary of each cargo; B2AR with Wls’ cytoplasmic tail
recycled efficiently and Wls with B2AR’s cytoplasmic tail underwent efficient retrograde
transport.

This surprising result indicated that neither cargoretromer interaction motifs nor degree
of RED enrichment determined the downstream trafficking itinerary of cargos. This
further refutes the model in which retromer plays an instructive role in specifying
downstream destination of cargos. Instead, our results suggest that retromer cargos can
interchangeably use cargoretromer interactions motifs and transit the same endosomes
and REDs to achieve divergent trafficking itineraries.
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3.3 Distinct RED enrichments determine cargo delivery kinetics and signal
activation at endosomes

Because the degree of RED enrichment did not impact downstream cargo delivery
destination, we wondered if they might have distinct effects.

First, we asked if distinct RED enrichments are indicative of different rates of endosome
exit and, therefore, different rates downstream cargo delivery. Indeed, we found that
cargos with weak RED enrichment, conferred by the B2AR tail, had slower delivery
kinetics than cargos with strong RED enrichment, mediated by the Wls tail, to both the
recycling and retrograde transport pathways.

Second, we asked about the effects of RED enrichment on GPCR signaling from
endosomes. As B2AR had been shown to signal from endosomes (Irannejad et al.
2013), we were particularly intrigued how B2AR’s relatively weak ability to enrich in
REDs might affect its signaling. By comparing B2AR constructs with distinct RED
enrichments, we found that the RED enrichment did not affect B2AR’s ability to take on
an active conformation at endosomes, but was inversely correlated with its ability to
activate Gαs at endosomes. This is consistent with previous reports that retromer
terminates cAMP signaling of other GPCRs at the endosome membrane (Feinstein et
al. 2013; Feinstein et al. 2011). Additionally, it is consistent with previous reports that
enhanced endosomal dwell time causes enhanced G proteinmediated signaling from
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endosomes (Chan et al. 2016; Tian et al. 2016a). Mechanistically, sequencedependent
enrichment of B2AR in REDs could attenuate Gs activation by physically preventing
β2AR coupling to Gs, perhaps through interaction with VPS26, which structurally
resembles βarrestin (Shi et al. 2006). Alternatively, β2AR enrichment in REDs could
attenuate endosomal Gs activation as a consequence of enhanced receptor endosome
exit rate, and accordingly reduced residence time of activated β2AR in endosomes. We
presently favor the latter hypothesis because β2AR has been explicitly shown to bind at
endosomes to ARRDC3, an arrestin domaincontaining protein that is distinct from
VPS26 and which slows, rather than accelerates, receptor exit from endosomes.
Importantly, ARRDC3 enhances the strength of β2ARelicited Gs activation in
endosomes (Tian et al. 2016b). Thus it presently appears that the strength of
endosomal G protein activation correlates with the residence time of β2AR in
endosomes, rather than with physical association with an arrestinlike protein.
Accordingly, we propose that kinetic sorting executed by retromer at the level of cargo
exit from endosomes, in addition to influencing downstream trafficking rates, reveals a
discrete cellular mechanism by which endosomal signal activation is controlled.

Recently, it was reported that entrance into retromermarked domains is required for
B2AR’s activation of Gαs at endosomes (Bowman et al. 2016). While we also observe
that the biosensor for Gαs activation, nanobody37GFP, preferentially localizes to
REDs, it is unclear if this localization is indicative of the site of activation. Additionally,
our results suggest the opposite, that B2AR in REDs is unable to activate Gαs. Further
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investigation to resolve the disagreements of these results is an interesting future
direction. Nonetheless, the present results provide new insight to the link between
retromer and GPCR signaling and reveal a previously unrecognized aspect of
endosome signal regulation conferred by cargospecific retromer sorting determinants.
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3.4 Proposed mechanisms for sorting downstream of endosome exit

The ability of β2AR and Wls to achieve cargoappropriate trafficking itineraries after
shared endosome exit via REDs implies that additional sorting must occur downstream
of endosome exit. We think it is likely that multiple downstream sorting operations
contribute and that the present observations provide a framework for these operations.
Our proposed framework involves five main elements.

First, we show that both B2AR and Wls can rapidly transit to the plasma membrane
after endocytosis and demonstrate that both cargos are present in the same fusing
vesicles. These are hallmarks of retromerdependent B2AR recycling as shown
previously to occur directly from endosomes and while bypassing TGN or Golgi
intermediates (Yudowski et al. 2006), thereby suggesting that both cargos can transit
the direct recycling route at least to some degree. Further, we note that the relative
brightness of SpHWls insertion actually exceeds that of SpHBβ2AR, when normalized
to the ambient plasma membrane surround (∆F/Fo measurement). This is consistent
with Wls's consistent tendency to accumulate in REDs and REDderived exit vesicles in
higher relative concentration than B2AR, and suggests that the source of these shared
insertion events is the endosomederived exit carriers themselves. It is interesting to
note that the physiologically relevant itinerary of the DMT1II iron transporter, a retromer
cargo that utilizes a ⏀X[L/M] motif, is recycling to the plasma membrane (Tabuchi et
al. 2010). While it has not been determined to what degree DMT1II recycling occurs
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indirectly via the TGN or directly to the plasma membrane, we speculate that direct
recycling similar to that established for β2AR may be a more widespread function of
mammalian retromer. This particular consideration notwithstanding, it appears that
DMT1II provides a naturally occurring example of the ability of discrete retromer sorting
determinants to support both retrograde and recycling itineraries.

Second we verify, as reported recently by others (Lee et al. 2016), that FAM21
depletion produces detectable TGN accumulation of the PDZ motifdirected β2AR.
Importantly, the mechanism by which FAM21 normally suppresses β2AR localization to
TGN is thought to involve a distinct effect of FAM21 on the phosphoinositide
composition of the TGN, separate from its role as part of the WASH complex regulating
local actin polymerization on endosomes (Lee et al. 2016; Derivery et al. 2009; Jia et al.
2010). Supporting this previous conclusion, and important to the present interpretation,
FAM21 depletion produced no detectable change in the behavior of either model cargo
at the endosome or RED.

Third, our chimeric mutant analysis clearly indicates that differences in the steady state
itineraries of Wls relative to β2AR are generated by structural determinants located
outside of the specific sequences defined in the cytoplasmic tails of each cargo, and
thereby likely involve sorting events that are independent of retromer or
retromerassociated accessory proteins. Further supporting this view, we also show that
HAWls∆35, despite lacking its retromer sorting determinant and thus being unable to
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exit endosomes or undergo detectable delivery to TGN from the endocytic pathway, has
a tendency to accumulate in TGN from the biosynthetic pathway. While the precise
nature of this relative bias for Wls to accumulate in TGN remains unknown, it is
interesting to note that β2AR and Wls differ considerably in the length of their
transmembrane domains: 23 amino acids for β2AR and for 21 amino acids for Wls.
These correspond closely to the average transmembrane domain lengths of plasma
membrane and Golgi resident proteins in mammalian cells (Sharpe et al. 2010), and
differences in transmembrane length of this order have been demonstrated previously
to be sufficient to shift steady state cargo localization from plasma membrane to TGN or
Golgi distributions (Masibay et al. 1993). Thus, it is conceivable that Wls has an
inherent preference for accumulating in the TGN due to its distinct transmembrane core
thickness when compared to β2AR.

Fourth, wild type Wls has a dibasic motif located in its distal cytoplasmic tail that is
distinct from the ⏀X[L/M] motifs shown here to be required for retromermediated exit
from endosomes, and which mediates a discrete, retromerindependent process of
GolgitoER retrieval (Yu et al. 2014). We deliberately disabled this motif in the
Wlsderived model cargos examined in the present study, to focus on the upstream step
of retromerdependent cargo exit from endosomes. However, we verified that this
downstream retrieval step is indeed sufficient to almost completely sequester wild type
Wls in the ER. Thus it is likely that this retromerindependent retrieval step plays a
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major role in distinguishing the downstream itinerary of Wls from β2AR under normal
physiological conditions.

Fifth, the ability of Wls present in the plasma membrane to undergo rapid and
constitutive endocytosis via clathrincoated pits, directed by a YXX⏀ motif present in
the Wls third intracellular loop (Gasnereau et al. 2011), provides a means by which Wls
that is delivered (or 'misdelivered') to the plasma membrane could be retrieved and
sorted again. Accordingly, constitutive endocytosis of Wls would enable an
errorchecking function of the sorting network and allow the physiologically appropriate
retrograde itinerary of Wls to be repeatedly corrected and refined through iteration.
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3.5 A distinct Wls cytoplasmic tail

Wls has an alternate splice variant in primates, Wls variant 2 (Wls2), which differs only
in its distal cytoplasmic tail and 3’ UTR (Figure 1A, Yu et al. 2014; Anon n.d.). Wls2 was
shown by Yu et al. shown to be widely expressed in human tissues and in HeLa cells.
Additionally, Yu et al. observed that the localization of Wls2 was distinct from Wls
Wls2 localized to the plasma membrane and cytoplasmic vesicles rather than at the
TGN (Yu et al. 2014). Yu et al. attributed the differences in localization between Wls and
Wls2 to the fact that Wls2 lacks the Cterminal ER retrieval motif (Yu et al. 2014). It is
important to note that in addition to lacking its ER retrieval motif, Wls2 also lacks the
⏀X[L/M] motifs required for efficient endosome exit and TGN accumulation.

I cloned a version of Wls that contains the distinct coding sequence of Wls2, but not the
distinct 3’ UTR, and includes an HA epitope in the first extracellular loop (HAWls2). I
also observed that HAWls2 has a distinct localization pattern from HAWls; HAWls2
localizes largely to the plasma membrane and internal vesicles that largely colocalize
with B2ARpositive endosomes, both at steady state and after surface chase (Figures
1B and 1C). Additionally, HAWls2 appears to enter the vast majority of B2ARpositive
REDs (>85%; Figure 1D). However, the enrichment of HAWls2 in REDs appears
weaker than HAWls, and looks very similar to that of FlagB2R (Figures 1C and 1D).
Consistent with this, we did not observe bright, frequent SpHWls2 plasma membrane
insertions events, as was observed for SpHWls (data not shown). This localization
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consistent with Wls2 lacking the ⏀X[L/M] motifs required for strong RED enrichment
and efficient retrograde transport.

Another reason that Wls2 was particularly intriguing is that its distal cytoplasmic tail
conforms to a PDZ motif. The distal three amino acids of Wls 2 are SGI, which
conforms the the class I PDZ motif consensus sequence [S/T]X⏀ (Beuming et al.
2005; Anon n.d.). Therefore, we hypothesized that Wls2 shows similar localization and
trafficking to B2AR because it engages SNX27 through this PDZ motif. However, when
the PDZ motif of Wls2 is removed (HAWls2∆PDZ), we did not observe a significant
change in the localization of Wls2 at steady state (Figure 2A). Additionally, Braden
Lobingier, a postdoctoral fellow in the lab, performed anisotropy assays to determine
the dissociation constants for SNX27 binding to the Wls2 PDZ motif compared to the
PDZ motifs of known interactors. These data showed that SNX27 binding to the Wls2tail
has a higher much dissociation constant than the PDZ motifs of both PTH1R and B2AR,
indicating a weaker affinity. Together, these data suggest that Wls2 is unlikely to
interact with SNX27 in a manner that would alter its trafficking itinerary.

As it is unlikely that Wls2 engages retromer through either ⏀X[L/M] or PDZ motifs, we
wondered if this protein is able to exit endosomes at all. Interestingly, live cell imaging of
surface labeled HAWls2 revealed an interesting appearance of Wls at endosomes:
Wls2 endosomes were frequently large and showed Wls2 internal vesicles that moved
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with the endosomes, indicative of multivesicular bodies (Fig 2C, image series not
shown).

The distinct sequence of the Wls2 cytoplasmic tail, which contains neither ⏀X[L/M]
motifs nor ER retrieval motifs, is unlikely to function like Wls in Wnt transport from the
ER/ Golgi to the extracellular space. Indeed, Yu et al. showed that Wls2 does not
support efficient Wnt secretion (Yu et al. 2014). Wls2 undergoes endocytosis and is
then unable to strongly accumulate in REDs, and it appears that the protein instead is
present on intralumenal vesicles. Based on these data, I propose two potential
alternative functions of Wls2.

First, it is possible that the Wls2positive multivesicular bodies fuse to the plasma
membrane, secreting the intralumenal vesicles as exosomes. Indeed, Wnt proteins
have been reported on exosomes and these exosomes have also been reported to
contain Wls (Gross et al. 2012; Korkut et al. 2009). Because Wnt ligands are extremely
hydrophobic, the secretion of Wnt ligands on exosomes may allow the ligands to travel
large distances. Interestingly, exosomes containing Wnt ligands and Wls have been
reported in both Drosophila and human cells. Drosophila Wls also has an alternative
splice isoform, Wlslong, which contains extra amino acids in its final intracellular loop
which disrupt the protein’s YXX⏀ motif required for endocytosis (Koles & Budnik
2012). Unlike the primate Wls2 however, Wlslong can support Wnt secretion in
Drosophila. The involvement of both the primate and Drosophila alternative Wls
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isoforms in exosome secretion of Wnt ligands is an interesting direction for future
studies.

A second possibility is that Wls2 functions in liganddependent antagonism of Wnt
signaling. This concept was described in the hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway, in which
a distinct transmembrane protein, Hedgehoginteracting protein 1 (Hhip1), binds to Hh
ligands and prevents their spreading (Jeong & McMahon 2005). As Hh signaling is
dependent on gradients of Hh ligands, as does Wnt signaling (Wodarz & Nusse 1998),
this regulation of signaling dramatically impacts cell fate decisions (Jeong et al. 2004).
Wls2 could function like Hhip1, to bind to Wnt proteins on the cell surface and prevent
their spreading. The endogenous Wls protein with its intact ER retrieval motif is very
weakly localized to the plasma membrane, while it appears that Wls2 localization there
is much more pronounced. It is also possible the Wls2 could have a more dramatic
effect on the removal of Wnt ligands from the extracellular space by binding to them and
then undergoing endocytosis and uptake into intralumenal vesicles, causing the
degradation of the Wnt ligands. This possibility is another area that would make for an
interesting future study.
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3.7 Figures

Figure 1. Wls2 trafficks differently than Wls. (A) Amino acid sequences of the human
Wls (upper) and Wls2 (lower) cytoplasmic tails. The sequences that diverge between
isoforms are in bold and the consensus PDZ motif is italicized. (B) Representative
confocal image of a fixed HeLa cell expressing HAWls2 and FlagB2AR surface
labeled with anti HA and Flag antibodies following a 60 minute chase incubation. (C)
Representative confocal image of a live HEK293 cell expressing HAWls2 and
FlagB2AR surface labeled with anti Flag and HA antibodies after subsequent chase
incubation. (D) Enlarged views of endosomes in HEK293 cells from cells prepared as
in C with REDs containing both Wls2 and B2AR, only Wls2, or only B2AR.
Quantification of percent of REDs containing each cargo is denoted to the right of each
category as mean ± standard deviation. n=2 independent experiments.

Figure 2. Examination of Wls2’s PDZ motif and its localization on multivesicular
bodies. (A) Representative confocal images of fixed HeLa cells expressing HAWls2 or
HAWls2∆PDZ and immunostained with anti HA and Giantin antibodies. (B)
Fluorescence anisotropy measurement of purified SNX27 and fluorescein labeled
peptides. Experiment was performed by Braden Lobingier. n=1. (C) Representative
image of a live HEK293 cell expressing HAWls2 and FlagB2AR surface labeled with
anti Flag and HA antibodies after subsequent chase incubation.
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Wls cytoplasmic tail:
APSHKNYGEDQSNGDLGVHSGEELQLTTTITHVDGPTEIYKLTRKEAQE
Wls2 cytoplasmic tail:
APSHKNYGEDQSNGMQLPCKSREDCALFVSELYQELFSASKYSFINDNAASGI
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Figure 1. Wls2 trafficks differently than Wls.
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Figure 2. Examination of Wls2’s PDZ motif and its localization on multivesicular bodies.
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